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Highlights:
- Energy use of electrified heated pavement for melting snow and ice is analyzed
- A finite element model is developed using measured data to estimate energy use
- A control strategy is used to maintain the desired pavement surface temperature
- Typical snow event weather data is applied to assess energy and thermal performance
- Demonstrated ability of model to assess system limitations under extreme weather

ABSTRACT
Airports are moving toward utilizing clean energy technologies along with the implementation of practices that reduce local emissions. This includes replacing fossil fuel-based with electricity-based operations. These changes would significantly impact the energy demand profile of airports. Electrically-conductive concrete (ECON) is currently a focus of heated pavement design for replacing conventional snow removal practices. ECON heated pavement systems (HPSs) use electricity to heat the pavement surface. Since experimental studies are resource intensive and ECON HPS performance depends on weather conditions, developing a field data-validated numerical model enables its long term energy performance evaluation. In this research, a finite element (FE) model is developed and experimentally-validated using two proposed model-updating methods for full-scale ECON HPS test slabs constructed at Des Moines International Airport (DSM) in Iowa. The model predicts energy demands and average surface temperatures within 2% and 13% respectively. The estimated power demand ranges from 325 to 460 W/m² for different weather conditions. The results of this study provide a validated tool that can be used to evaluate the energy demand of ECON HPS. Studying the energy demand of ECON HPS opens the way for developing control strategies to optimize its energy use which will contribute to developing sustainable communities.
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1. INTRODUCTION

To meet the requirements of a sustainable development, transportation infrastructure, including airports, is moving toward the use of clean energy technologies and reducing the need for conventional practices that create local sources of pollution and have high environmental impacts [1–3]. This includes replacing fossil fuel-based with electricity-based operations and equipment [4]. However, since the energy demand of such electricity-based operations and equipment would increase the electricity demand profile of the airport, their electric power demand must be assessed to evaluate the technical feasibility of electrifying such operations and equipment. Among the electric systems that could replace conventional practices at an airport, the focus of this research is on electrically-conductive concrete (ECON) heated pavement systems (HPSs) [5,6].

Snow and ice removal is a necessary effort at many airports, particularly those located in cold regions with frequent and periodic snow and ice events during the winter season. Current methods for snow and ice removal commonly use fossil fuel-powered vehicles and snow plowing equipment, or melt snow and ice using chemicals [7,8]. During snow removal operations, snow is typically plowed into piles in designated areas [9]. At many airports the piles of plowed snow may also be melted using either stationary or mobile snow-melting equipment. Not only do such conventional methods have high environmental and air quality impacts, they are also time-consuming for airport personnel and can be costly, sometimes resulting in delays and airplane accidents at the airports [10,11]. For this particular type of area, snow and ice can also represent a safety hazard for both passengers and airport workers. Moreover, when chemicals are used for snow and ice removal, the lifetime of the pavement is usually reduced [12,13], resulting in higher maintenance and rehabilitation costs over the pavement’s lifetime. Runoff containing such chemicals produce negative environmental consequences [7,14], so there is a
growing research focus on alternative snow and ice removal methods, including heated pavement systems [15,16].

Several recent studies have been conducted on heated pavement systems [17–19]. There are four types of heated pavement systems, including: i) infrared heating [20], ii) electrical heaters embedded in pavement [21], iii) hydronic heating circulating hot water through pipes embedded in pavement [22,23], and iv) electrically conductive concrete and asphalt [24–26]. Electrically-conductive concrete (ECON) heated pavement systems (HPS), the most recently developed among these technologies, are produced by adding electrically conductive material, such as steel shavings [26] or carbon fibers [27] to the concrete mix. The addition of these materials enables the pavement system to act as a resistor, which generates heat when a voltage is applied.

ECON HPS require an external source of electricity to generate and dissipate heat that increases the surface temperature of the pavement sufficiently to melt snow and ice. Therefore, the use of ECON HPS will change the profile of electricity demand of an airport during snow and ice events, particularly if it is widely implemented. Given the move toward dynamic and time-of-use pricing by utilities [28,29], as well as the demand charge-dominant rate structures used today, particularly for commercial facilities, a comprehensive understanding of the performance and associated power demands and energy consumption of such systems is needed.

To have an accurate estimation of energy consumption of ECON HPS, it is also necessary to study the thermal performance of this system since the goal of implementing ECON HPS is to use electricity to modulate the pavement surface temperature and melt the snow and ice. ECON HPS’s thermal performance depends on many factors, and an important factor is boundary conditions, including climatic conditions, to which the ECON HPS is exposed. Since conducting experimental research to determine thermal performance over a wide range of climatic conditions is costly, the
availability of a reliable, validated numerical model for assessing system response under different conditions would be beneficial.

Much of the existing literature on modeling the thermal performance of concrete focuses on the modeling of portland cement concrete (PCC) not containing electrically conductive materials. Thelandersson [30] modeled the combined effects of structural and thermal loads on concrete using coupled equations describing structural and thermal strains. Thermal strain is considered to be a function of concrete temperature and stress level applied by structural loads and a simplified method for estimating the thermomechanical response of concrete to thermal and structural loads was developed and verified by experimental testing.

In another study on material properties of concrete, Khan [31] investigated the significant parameters affecting thermal properties of concrete and models for predicting such properties. Thermophysical properties of concrete were also studied by Shin, et a. [32] and Kodur and Sultan [33]. In both studies, thermal properties of concrete, including thermal conductivity and heat capacity, were studied for temperatures ranging from 20 to 1,000 °C. In this paper temperatures between -20 °C and 30 °C for concrete material are of interest. The results of Shin and Kodur’s studies show that changes in thermal conductivity and heat capacity of concrete are not significant for temperatures between 0 °C and 30 °C.

In another study, Selvam and Castro [34] developed a 3D finite element model for estimating heat transfer in concrete to seek improvement in its properties for energy storage applications. While this model was used to identify parameters that would improve the performance of concrete in terms of storing thermal energy, these studies have not considered ECON.

Although there are several experimental studies on ECON HPS [18,35], there are only two previously-known studies on numerical modeling of this type of concrete [26,27], and these studies did not consider heat transfer between all pavement layers. Tuan, et al. [26], primarily studied the
experimental performance of ECON material produced using steel shavings. A simplified finite element
(FE) ECON model was also developed to predict the temperature increase in an ECON layer due to
application of a voltage, although the correspondence of the predicted temperature values with
experimentally-measured values was not reported. In the second study, Abdualla, et al. [27] developed
an FE model of a single ECON layer on top of a regular PCC layer, but did not consider other layers of a
pavement system. The ECON material was produced by adding carbon fibers to the concrete mix.
Abdulla et al., reported that the temperature values predicted at the middle of the ECON surface by the
model were consistent with the laboratory experimental temperature measurements. None of these
studies considers the heat loss due to the melting process of snow and ice. Moreover, in previous
studies on modeling of ECON, only the top conductive layer has been investigated even though system
performance would also be dependent on the heat transfer to the layers below. In addition, in previous
studies energy consumption and power demand of the ECON HPS, important factors in operation of
these systems, were not evaluated.

Given the non-uniform heating of the ECON layer associated with dispersion of the carbon
fibers, along with other complexities of ECON material, a more comprehensive understanding is needed
to better characterize the overall performance of ECON, including the associated electricity demand and
consumption. This would include modeling of all the pavement layers to produce a more detailed
understanding of ECON HPS performance in a physics-based model that can, through validation and
model-updating, help predict pavement performance under a variety of conditions in terms of melting
snow and ice.

The objective of this research is to create a field data-validated numerical model of ECON HPS
capable of predicting its energy demands and temperature variations at multiple surface and sub-
surface locations of all pavement layers. This model is developed using actual climatic condition data
and system parameters, including material properties and the applied voltage using data obtained from
ECON HPS test slabs at the Des Moines International Airport (DSM). Based on this numerical model, the power demand of ECON HPS and resultant effect on the energy consumption of an airport are predicted considering typical weather data for the studied airport location. Although the presented methodology is used to evaluate energy performance of the system at DSM, the methodology can be implemented for any location with available weather data. The methodology of this work are beneficial for providing guidelines for the design of ECON HPS in different climatic zones since the design parameters are highly sensitive to climatic conditions. The effect of implementing ECON HPS on power demand is also an important factor for decision makers who are interested in the feasibility of such systems and comparing them with other snow and ice removal methods. In this respect, having a reliable numerical model that is able to predict the added power demand associated with the use of ECON HPS would be a beneficial tool for developing control strategies to minimize the energy demand. The remainder of this paper provides a brief explanation of ECON material and slab construction, the methodology of obtaining the data from field slabs and developing the FE model, including each layer’s material properties and sizing, and model-updating methods for calibrating the model. Results obtained from the model are reported and compared with the actual temperature and electric power measurements under the same climatic conditions.
2. METHODOLOGY

The methodology section is organized into several subsections. The first subsection summarizes the field implementation of ECON, the basis of the developed FE model, including the testing of thermal properties during the field test section. The development of the finite element model is then discussed, followed by a description of the model-updating methods.

2.1 ECON FIELD TESTING

2.1.1 ECON Material

The ECON material was prepared using chopped carbon fibers as an electrically conductive additive. Carbon fiber at a dosage of 1% by total volume of concrete mixture, a value based on the results of previous studies, [5,36–40] was used. The chopped carbon fiber is Polycrilonitrile-based with 95% carbon content and an electrical resistivity of $1.55 \times 10^{-3} \Omega$-cm [36]. The carbon fiber fraction of the ECON material mixture, 1% of total volume of ECON, is comprised of 70% 6 mm-long fibers and 30% 3 mm-long fibers.

The ECON mix design [41], materials, and hardened properties conform to standard Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) specifications [42,43]. For the test slabs at DSM, 5 m$^3$ of ECON material was produced in a drum mixer. Carbon fibers in the required amount were dried in an oven at 115˚C for 24 hours, then packed in water-soluble bags to prevent fiber loss during transportation and handling and to expedite the process of feeding the fibers into the mixer.

2.1.2 Slab Construction and Instrumentation

A full-scale ECON system test slab was constructed at DSM, Iowa [44]. The slab includes a 9 cm ECON layer poured over a 10 cm thick conventional concrete slab with a coarse aggregate base layer of 20 cm underneath, as shown in Figure 1. This pavement design meets the requirements enforced by DSM
airport, including having a total concrete layer thickness of 19 cm (in this case ECON layer (9 cm) plus conventional concrete layer (10 cm)) and base layer of 20 cm. Therefore, ECON HPS can be implemented based on FAA requirements. The ECON HPS consisted of 3.8 m by 4.6 m slabs with six embedded stainless steel L-shaped electrodes spaced 1 m apart. The electrodes were connected to an external source of electricity to provide a voltage of approximately 210 V. Figure 2 is a thermal image of the ECON HPS surface during one of the test events at an average ambient temperature of 0 °C and an average wind speed of 4.1 m/s measured at a height of 10 m.

2.1.3 Field Data Collection and Quality Control

The field test slabs were implemented with temperature sensors embedded at strategic locations (Figure 2) to provide an improved understanding of thermal performance. The temperature sensors consisted of wireless sensors (with +/- 1% error) [46] and thermistors in installed strain gauge sensors (with +/- 0.5 °C error) [47]. These strain gauges were embedded inside the ECON layer approximately 6 cm from the surface of the pavement, and the wireless sensors were embedded inside each layer of the ECON HPS in the locations shown in Figure 3. The collected field data was quality controlled by checking for sensors and/or periods of time producing noisy data, and for data above or below acceptable temperature thresholds. In order to measure the power demand of the system, voltmeter and ammeter sensors (with +/- 0.5% error) [46] were used on the main circuit connected to the ECON HPS test slabs. Since electric power is the product of voltage and the current values, total error was calculated using multiplication error propagation based on the individual errors of each sensor [48]. The weather data, including ambient temperature and wind speed, were obtained from the US National Centers for Environmental Information [49]. The weather station at DSM is a Class I station, meeting the highest quality standards [50]. The weather condition data used in this study are described in section 2.2.2. Performance data used for model construction and validation in this research, including dates, weather conditions, and snowfall rates and amounts, are summarized in Table 1. As shown in this table, first,
Experimental Test 1 measurements are used for performing model updating methodology and calibrating the model then Experimental Test 2 measurements are used as the out of sample data to validate the results of the updated model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>Operation time (hr)</th>
<th>Avg. Air Temp. (°C)</th>
<th>Avg. Wind Speed (m/s)</th>
<th>Avg. Snow Thickness (mm)</th>
<th>Avg. Power Density (W/m²)</th>
<th>Total Energy consumption (kWh/m²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Experimental Test 1:</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-5</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>414</td>
<td>2.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation of FE model with updating</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental Test 2:</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>-10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>408</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation of FE model using out-of-sample data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.1.4 Thermal Properties of ECON HPS Field Test Slab

The physical and thermal properties of the test slabs, including the ECON layer, the conventional concrete layer, the stainless steel electrodes, and the subgrade, are summarized in Table 2. The material properties required for input into the FE model include density, heat capacity, thermal conductivity, and electrical resistivity of each layer.

Thermal conductivity was assessed using a non-contact, non-destructive technique, adapted from a new thermal conductivity measurement method [51], involving a thermal camera and a laser heating element. A focused laser beam was used as a heating element to heat up a chosen area of a bulk sample of the field-implemented ECON. The temperature rise due to the laser beam was used to plot a chart of results of data from materials with known thermal conductivity to determine the thermal conductivity of the field test ECON section. The specific heat capacity was determined by placing the ECON specimen in a foam box filled with water, and using a heat balance equation and measurements of water and
concrete temperatures before and after immersion [52]. The electrical resistivity was determined by measuring current and voltage from the constructed slabs at different temperatures [36] and density was measured using samples taken from the concrete layers at DSM during pavement construction. The material properties of the conventional concrete, subgrade and stainless steel electrodes are taken from data available in the literature, including, [27], [53] and [54], respectively. In [53] the thermal properties of subgrade in Minnesota are studied and since the locations are close to Iowa, the same values are assumed for this study. Material properties and possible modifications for better performance of the system, as suggested by Qin [55,56], should be investigated in further studies.

Table 2. Material properties of test slab used for finite element model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material Type</th>
<th>ECON Slab$^1$</th>
<th>Conventional Concrete Layer</th>
<th>Stainless Steel Electrodes$^2$</th>
<th>Base Layer$^3$</th>
<th>Subgrade$^3$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Density (kg/m$^3$)</td>
<td>2,500</td>
<td>2,300</td>
<td>7,800</td>
<td>1,500</td>
<td>1,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat Capacity (J/kg·°C)</td>
<td>1300</td>
<td>880</td>
<td>475</td>
<td>840</td>
<td>450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal Conductivity (W/m·°C)</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrical Resistivity (Ω·cm)</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>$5.4 \times 10^5$</td>
<td>$1.7 \times 10^{-9}$</td>
<td>$5 \times 10^5$</td>
<td>$1.5 \times 10^4$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^1$ Electrical resistivity, heat capacity and thermal conductivity of ECON slab measured at 22 °C

$^2$ Steel properties utilized are based on [57]

$^3$ Subgrade properties utilized are based on [53]

2.2 ENERGY CONSUMPTION AND POWER DEMAND OF ECON HPS

2.2.1 System Size

It is possible to evaluate the total energy consumption (kWh) and power demand (kW) of the system on either a per-event or a total winter season basis, assuming an ECON HPS constructed as described in sub-section 2.1 are implemented as the sole snow and ice removal method for all typical snow and ice events at DSM. The concrete area where ECON could potentially be located includes the total apron area of DSM, approximately 139,400 m$^2$. Since it is unlikely that ECON HPS would be implemented to cover the total area of apron, the energy consumption and power demand are
calculated based on sizes of four different gate types, to provide a per-gate evaluation. This calculation assumed that 100% of a gate area would be equipped with ECON HPS, as a worst-case scenario, however a smaller portion of the gate area could also feasibly be considered. The approximate required area of apron for each gate type is 2,400 m$^2$ for Type A, 2,600 m$^2$ for Type B, 3,000 m$^2$ for Type C, and 6,500 m$^2$ for Type D [58]. DSM includes a total of 12 gates, and it is likely that airport managers would want to keep some, if not all, of the gates in operation under winter weather conditions either while it is snowing or after a snowfall. Therefore, providing the results on a per-gate basis can provide decision makers with improved capability for prioritizing ECON HPS operations with respect to highly-used or high-priority gates.

2.2.2 Typical Weather Conditions at DSM

The weather data used to determine the number of snow events and the amount of snow was the Typical Meteorological Year (TMY2) [59] dataset, developed to represent typical conditions in a particular location of interest. TMY3 or TMY4 are not used since snow thickness values are not included in these data sets. TMY2 is based on approximately 20 years of historical weather data for the location of DSM, with hourly increments. Typical snow events were extracted from this data using daily snow thickness, ambient temperature, and wind speed values. For each snow or ice event, the temperature, wind speed, and precipitation rate are applied using the model to calculate the power demand of the system to melt the snow. Since the wind speed data available in TMY are for a height of 10 m above ground level, from those values, wind speed values at 0.5 m above ground level were calculated based on the methodology presented by Sadati, et al. [60].

2.2.3 Energy consumption and System Control Strategy

To determine the energy consumption (kWh) of the total duration of heating, the associated electricity demand profiles are added together at hourly time steps to determine the final energy
consumption. To determine the average energy consumption on a per-event basis, the total energy consumption is divided by the number of unique snow or ice events that occurred over the 1 year period of evaluation. Based on the experience of the research team in testing the test slabs of ECON HPS at DSM, since the day of a snow event can be predicted with a higher accuracy than the exact hour of the snowfall within that day, it is assumed that the ECON HPS would operate for the entire 24 hours of the day of a predicted snow event. This assumption is made to simplify the evaluation of energy consumption of the ECON HPS, since typical hourly snow thickness data are not available. Under actual field conditions, based on experimental data, the system could be turned on several hours before onset of predicted snow, such that when snowfall begins the surface temperature would be above the freezing point to prevent snow accumulation. To this end, the control system is given a setpoint as the desired surface temperature and the ECON HPS will automatically turn on whenever the temperature falls below that setpoint. The setpoint in this study is assumed to be 5 °C and the temperature of the surface is checked every half hour.

2.3 FINITE ELEMENT MODEL OF ECON

The ECON FE model, capable of reflecting electrical, thermal, and structural loads and responses is produced in ANSYS 18.2 [61]. ANSYS is commonly used and well-known in the field of thermoelectric FE modeling. To model the thermal performance of the ECON HPS constructed at DSM, transient thermal analysis is used. The elements used for the modeling are the SOLID5 element type for the ECON, PCC, base, and subgrade layers, and the PLANE13 element type for steel electrodes placed within the body of ECON layer. Since SOLID5 and PLANE13 are capable of handling the electrical, thermal, and structural loads and responses required for the ECON HPS model, more complex element types are not required. These element types are also compatible and can be integrated and used in the same model. There are 9,562 elements in the model, including smaller elements where the mesh size is made finer in
and around the electrodes because of their higher aspect ratio. The average size of the elements is approximately $10 \times 10 \times 10$ cm$^3$ for subgrade and as small as $2 \times 2 \times 2$ cm$^3$ for elements close to the electrodes. The meshed model and the elements are shown in Figure 4. The element sizes were found by running the model with the same set of inputs while varying the mesh size and then comparing the results. The change in results was less than 0.5% for element sizes smaller than the selected size. A full transient solution with time-steps of 5 minutes was sought, because this time-step increment provides enough data points for post-processing purposes and is small enough to produce an accurate solution, as checked by running the model using different time-steps.

Material properties of the ECON, PCC, base, and subgrade layers, including the density, heat capacity, thermal conductivity and electrical resistivity values given in Table 2, were assigned to the elements.

Heat conduction is assumed to occur between the model layers. Heat loss from the top surface of the ECON layer is modeled as a convection load based on wind speed, because the top surface is assumed to be exposed to outdoor ambient temperature conditions. The convection coefficient is calculated using Eq. (1) [62],

\[
    h = 4U + 5.6 \quad U < 5m/s \\
    h = 7.1U^{0.78} \quad U > 5m/s
\]  

(1)

where, $h$ is the heat transfer coefficient and $U$ is the wind speed. Zero solar radiation is assumed in this model, because the modeling of the slab performance was either for cloudy conditions with minimal diffuse solar radiation or during evening or night hours where there is no solar radiation; the results from this model are thus best applicable for conditions where there are no significant solar loads, which likely to be the case during significant snow events. The vertical sides of the slabs are considered to exhibit negligible heat transfer with surrounding concrete slabs compared to the heat loss from the top.
surface, an assumption consistent with the modeling methods described in previous literature [27].
Therefore, except for the top surface and heat transfer between interlayers which accounts for the heat loss to the subgrade, the other sides of the model are considered to be adiabatic. The snowfall rate is calculated and a heat flux is applied to the surface of the pavement considering the latent heat required for melting the snow. Sensible heat for increasing the snow temperature from ambient temperature to 0 °C is also applied as a heat flux to the surface of ECON layer. A voltage is applied to each pair of electrodes and the model’s heat generation and heat transfer behavior are studied and compared with measured temperature values.

2.4 MODEL-UPDATING METHOD FOR FINITE ELEMENT MODEL

To further improve the model results, updating, also called calibrating, the model to improve the matching of the model results to real-world performance was performed [63]. These resulting modifications involved changes in material properties of the elements used in the model. In this case of a FE model of ECON, the electrical resistivity of concrete depends on its temperature [64], hence the resistivity values of ECON layer samples measured at room temperature (22 °C) may not reflect the actual resistivity of the ECON material in the field. Moreover, while the resistivity of ECON in the FE model is assumed to be homogeneous, it is inhomogeneous in real field applications. The differences between measured resistivity values of samples and the resistivity values of ECON in the full-scale slab are introduced into the FE model using a model-updating method. This model-updating helps to account for assumptions that have been made in the model, including the assumption of homogeneous material properties, which might differ from the actual field conditions. This is done by updating the electrical resistivity value. As a scientific basis for such model-updating, two different parameters are considered: i) temperature of ECON layer, and ii) power demand of ECON HPS. The first is based on the temperatures measured at several points of the ECON layer, while the second is based on the power that could be drawn by the ECON layer. The advantage of considering the second parameter over the...
first is that it includes the contribution of the whole body of the ECON layer while the first parameter includes temperatures at a few points where the sensors are embedded inside the ECON layer. Making a choice between these two options depends on the modeling objectives, i.e., either estimating the performance of the system in terms of temperature increase, or estimating the energy consumption. These two model-updating methods are explained in the following subsections.

2.4.1 Model-updating Based on Measured Temperature Values

This method uses equations reflective of the conversion of electrical energy to thermal energy and the resulting change in ECON temperature. Eq. (2) calculates the power converted to thermal energy,

\[ P = RI^2 \]  

(2)

where \( P \) is the power, \( R \) is the resistance of the material, and \( I \) is the electrical current flowing in ECON due to the voltage between each electrode pair. \( R \) can be calculated using resistivity \( (\rho) \) using Eq. (3) [65],

\[ R = \frac{\rho L}{A} \]  

(3)

where, \( L \) and \( A \) are the length and cross-sectional area of the ECON in the direction of electrical current flow. \( I \) can be calculated from the current density \( (J) \) by multiplying the electrical conductivity \( (\sigma) \) by electric field \( (E) \) as shown in Eqs. (4) and (5) [65].

\[ J = \sigma E \]  

(4)

\[ J = \frac{I}{A} \]  

(5)

Temperature increase and thermal energy accumulated inside the slabs can be related using Eq. (6),
\[
\frac{dQ}{dt} = mC \frac{\Delta T}{dt}
\]  

(6)

where \(\frac{dQ}{dt}\) is the rate of change in thermal energy, \(m\) is mass, \(C\) is the specific heat capacity, and \(\frac{\Delta T}{dt}\) is the rate of change of temperature of the slab. Since it is assumed that electrical energy is the only source of heat generation and there are no other losses, \(\frac{dQ}{dt}\) can be set equal to the electric power applied to the slab, as shown in Eq. (7).

\[
mC \frac{\Delta T}{dt} = RI^2
\]  

(7)

Combining Eqs. (4), (5), and (7), and considering that electrical conductivity is the inverse of resistivity \((\sigma = \rho^{-1})\), results in Eq. (8).

\[
mC \frac{\Delta T}{dt} = \rho^{-1} \left( \frac{L^2}{A^3} \right) |E|^2
\]  

(8)

In Eq. (8), the dimensions and material properties (except for resistivity \(\rho\)) are measureable and do not significantly change with temperature. The resistivity, however, is highly dependent on the temperature of the material. Since the electric field is dependent only on the slab geometry and the applied voltage [65], the resistivity is a good candidate for updating based on measured values in developing an FE model that represents the experimental setup. The temperature increase is proportional to \(\rho^{-1}\) and the resistivity value would be updated based on Eqs. (9) and (10), using the measured temperature increase resulting from application of a specific voltage.

\[
\frac{\Delta T}{dt} \propto \rho^{-1}
\]  

(9)
\[
\frac{\left[\frac{\Delta T}{dt}\right]_{\text{measured}}}{\left[\frac{\Delta T}{dt}\right]_{\text{trial}}} = \frac{[\rho^{-1}]_{\text{measured}}}{[\rho^{-1}]_{\text{trial}}}
\]  

(10)

To enable running the simulation to obtain initial results for \(\frac{\Delta T}{dt}\)trial, trial values of resistivity for a given slab temperature are needed. In this study, this trial resistivity was determined based on the resistivity of ECON samples measured at 22 °C and the measured generated current increase in ECON from 0 °C to 22 °C resulting from the applied voltage.

2.4.2 Model-updating Based on Measured Power Demand

For this method, electric power required by the ECON system can be calculated by the Joule heat generation equation:

\[
P = \frac{V^2}{R}
\]

(11)

where \(V\) is the applied voltage. Based on Eq. (10), the power drawn from the energy source is proportional to the inverse of resistance of the system, so the ECON layer resistivity can be updated using Eq. (11), which considers the measured power demand with trial power which is the model estimate.

\[
\frac{\rho_{\text{measured}}}{\rho_{\text{trial}}} = \frac{P_{\text{trial}}}{P_{\text{measured}}}
\]

(12)

While model-updating based on power demand would result in a model that is representative of the system in terms of required power, the temperature increase at the surface of the ECON layer should be
checked to ensure that the model is also representative of system performance in terms of capability for melting snow and/or ice.

3  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The methodology introduced in Section 2 is applied and the results for ECON HPS performance in terms of energy consumption and ability to melt ice and snow in typical climatic conditions of DSM are reported and discussed in this section. These subsections include the results of the model-updating based on temperature measurements and power demand and the performance of the system under the conditions of typical snow events at DSM.

3.1  MODEL-UPDATING BASED ON AVERAGE TEMPERATURE

Experimental Test 1 data (Table 1), including weather conditions and measured temperature and values are used for the model-updating. The measured resistivity values are used as the trial resistivity values for the model to obtain the initial results and apply the updating method. After model-updating based on the temperature values, the updated resistivity of the ECON layer is calculated. The trial resistivity and updated resistivity values are shown in Figure 5. As shown, the resistivity of ECON decreases with an increase in slab temperature, consistent with the behavior of the resistivity for concrete as reported in the literature [64]. Modifying the resistivity of the model to the updated resistivity values shown in Figure 5, transient thermal analysis is conducted for a simulation time of 5.5 hours, the duration of the Experimental Test 1 in the field.

Figure 6 illustrates the temperature distribution throughout the slab and the heat transfer both to the base layers and to the subgrade. Initial temperatures are assumed for different layers of the pavement based on temperature measurements from sensors embedded in different pavement layers. Since the model is axisymmetric there is no temperature gradient in the direction of the x axis. Although
this model is axisymmetric, a 3D model is developed to provide capability in future studies for applying
different boundary conditions from the different sides of the slab.

The average ECON layer temperature resulting from the model and measured in the field are
compared in Figure 7. The measurement error bars shown in the figures are calculated based on the
potential errors of each sensor. The average ECON layer temperature was measured using the
thermistor sensors embedded in this layer. As shown, the FE model results for this test event are
consistent with measured temperatures. Therefore, the promising performance potential of the
introduced model-updating method can be observed by comparing the non-updated FE and the updated
FE model results. The power demand of ECON HPS, both measured at the field and estimated by the
updated model based on temperature of the slab, are shown in Figure 8. Although the model-updating
method based on measured temperature values aims to improve the estimated thermal performance of
the model, it only has a maximum error of 5% in power demand estimation. This updating method can
therefore be used for accurately estimating thermal performance and can also provide a close
estimation of the power demand.

To evaluate the performance of the model in weather conditions varying from those used for
updating the model, Experimental Test 2 (Table 1), is considered. Figure 9 illustrates the average
temperature increase of the ECON layer for Experimental Test 2, reflecting consistency with the
measured values and indicating that the model is performing well under different weather conditions
and for out-of-sample data.
3.2 MODEL-UPDATING BASED ON POWER DEMAND

The trial and updated resistivity values obtained by applying model-updating based on power demand and using Experimental Test 1 data are shown in Figure 10. The updated resistivity based on power demand is 16.7% less than the updated resistivity based on the slab temperature and is closer to the measured resistivity (trial resistivity). Measured power and estimated power demand before and after model-updating are shown in Figure 11. Estimating surface temperature for pavements within 5 °C error is considered a reasonable accuracy considering complexity of the system [66,67].

The weather conditions for Experimental Test 2 are applied to the FE model updated by power demand measured for Experimental Test 1 and the estimated electric power demand is shown in Figure 13. As it is shown, the estimated power demand is very close to measured values and this model updated by power is used to evaluate the performance of the system.

Figure 13. Electric power demand of ECON HPS for Experimental Test 2, including model results after updating using measured power demand of the slab, compared to measured data (Note: the average ambient temperature is -5 °C and average wind speed measured at the height of 10 m is 5.8 m/s during the test period; upper and lower error bands present the measurement error calculated using potential error values for voltage and electric current sensors)
3.3 EVALUATION OF ENERGY CONSUMPTION OF ECON SYSTEM

3.3.1 ECON HPS Performance during Typical Snow Events at DSM

The energy consumption of the system under typical snow events at DSM can be evaluated based on the experimentally validated model which was updated using power demand. Hourly ambient temperature, hourly wind speed, and daily snow thickness values were obtained for 32 identified snow events for DSM using the TMY data. These values were applied to the model and the power demand was calculated for each snow event as stated in Figure 14. In order to present details about the process, two examples of these typical snow events which are called event I and event II, are selected to be presented here.

Ambient temperature and wind speed are shown in Figure 15 for snow event I. Average temperature of the ECON HPS surface is shown in Figure 16, where it can be seen that, under these weather conditions, the ECON HPS is able to increase the average surface temperature to the setpoint (5 °C) and maintain this temperature. The system turns off and on frequently after it reaches the setpoint temperature so as not to increase the temperature to more than the setpoint value.

![Figure 14. Flow chart of the process for evaluating the electricity use of ECON HPS for a typical winter](image)

Ambient temperature and wind speed values for snow event II are shown in Figure 17. The average temperature of the surface in this case is shown in Figure 18. As can be seen, in extremely cold and
windy weather conditions the system was not able to maintain the set point temperature for all hours because of high heat loss from the surface of the slab. Out of 32 typical snow events, however, this is the only one where the designed system is estimated as unable to maintain the surface temperature above the freezing point. In future studies the limitations of the system should be further investigated for these and other extreme weather conditions.

Figure 15. Ambient temperature and wind speed obtained from TMY (typical meteorological year) data for typical snow event I

Figure 16. Estimated average surface temperature for ECON HPS for typical snow event I
Figure 17. Ambient temperature and wind speed obtained from TMY (typical meteorological year) data for typical snow event II

Figure 18. Estimated average surface temperature for ECON HPS for typical snow event II

3.3.2 Power Demand and Energy consumption for ECON HPS

To calculate the power demand, it is assumed that the ECON HPS will be implemented in the gate areas for each gate type introduced in sub-section 2.2.1. The power demand is calculated by running the model using inputs representing the 32 typical snow events. The power demand for the two typical
snow events discussed in sub-section 2.1.3 are shown in Figure 19. Due to the higher heat loss from the slab surface in event II which results in lower ECON temperature and higher ECON resistivity, more energy is required if the system is to be able to maintain the setpoint temperature. This higher energy would be provided by decreasing the resistivity of ECON layer and keeping the same applied voltage level. The minimum input energy rate for a hydronic system is reported to be 400 W/m\(^2\) in [68] which is consistent with the values obtained for ECON HPS.

![Figure 19](image.png)

**Figure 19. Estimated power demand of the ECON HPS for typical snow events I and II; Note: data points for power demand shown at 30 minute intervals; power demand is zero when the system is turned off not to overheat the slab surface**

Considering all the 32 typical events and using power demand calculations from the FE model, the energy consumption is calculated for each gate type. The monthly energy consumption of the system for these gate types for each month of the winter is calculated and compared to the corresponding use at DSM Terminal, a three-story building with 12 gates and an area of approximately 7,000 m\(^2\), as shown in Figure 20. ECON layer resistivity is the driving factor for the energy consumption of the ECON HPS. Laboratory samples of ECON material exhibited resistivity values
approximately ten times lower than those of the ECON material used in the field at DSM. The reason for this difference is the higher efficiency of the mixing procedure in the lab compared to the larger-scale mixing used in the field. It is therefore possible to improve the efficiency of ECON HPS by improving the larger-scale mixing procedure.

Figure 20. Estimated monthly energy consumption of ECON HPS per gate size for each gate type, considering typical snow events from TMY data in Des Moines, Iowa, in comparison to the measured total monthly energy consumption of the DSM Terminal in 2016

An ECON HPS provides the greatest potential benefit and use for pavements located in cold climate regions, because snow and ice removal is an essential process in these locations [69]. However, even in mixed climate regions that also experience intermittent snow and ice conditions in the winter, critical airport operations may also require substantial snow and ice removal equipment and associated operational budgets [15]. As reported by Anand, et al., [15], in airports with more than 40,000 annual flight operations, critical airport areas should be cleared of snow and ice within a half hour after one inch of snowfall. Satisfying this criteria requires availability of equipment and personnel with an associated high cost of operation, thus mixed climates' airports can also benefit from ECON HPS.
4 CONCLUSIONS

One of the goals of moving toward sustainable transportation is to reduce the emission sources in transportation hubs. Energy demand of electrification of snow removal processes through implementing ECON HPS in an airport was studied in this paper. A FE model was first developed in ANSYS to simulate the performance of ECON HPS test slabs constructed at DSM connected to a 210 V power source, to evaluate the long-term energy demand of this system in large scale. The FE model consisted of all layers of the pavement, including the ECON, PCC, base, and subgrade layers. Methodologies for FE model updating based on measured electric power demand and temperature data were then developed and presented, and the resistivity of the model was updated in order to improve the model results. Updating based on power demand was found to provide more accurate estimation of energy consumption, thus it was used for evaluation of system performance under typical weather conditions for snow events at DSM. The model was programmed to run for all hours of each snow event day and maintain the average surface temperature of the ECON layer at 5 °C. Energy consumption for different types of airport gates was compared to the overall usage of the DSM Terminal. Among 32 typical snow events, in only one case was the system estimated to be unable to keep the surface temperature at the given setpoint due to a very low minimum ambient temperature of -24 °C and a very high maximum wind speed of 18 m/s. In this situations use of conventional snow removal methods might be considered to remove snow and ice. Since hourly typical snowfall data were not available, the analysis was conducted based on daily values of snow thickness, while having data with a higher time resolution would result in more precise modeling. To optimize energy consumption of ECON HPS, the operational gates should be managed in the event of forecasted snow events. ECON layer resistivity is the main driving factor for energy consumption, and improving the large-scale concrete mix techniques could result in saving energy by increasing overall system efficiency. In future studies different strategies for reducing power demand,
such as by varying the voltage while the system is running, should also be investigated. Optimal system
design in terms of configuration, runoff management and construction processes should also be studied
further.
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Figure 1. ECON HPS slabs constructed at the Des Moines International Airport in Iowa, including (a) diagram of the layout and layers, and (b) photograph of the field test setup operating in snow conditions (Photo by Hesham Abdualla, Iowa State University [45])

Figure 2. Thermal image of the ECON HPS slabs at DSM in an experimental test under an average ambient temperature of 0 °C and average wind speed of 4.1 m/s measured at a height of 10 m
Figure 4. Elements of the finite element model of ECON system

Figure 5. Electrical resistivity of ECON versus temperature for the FE model before and after model-updating by measured temperatures

Figure 6. Temperature contours after (a) 1.4 hr, (b) 2.8 hr, (c) 4.2 hr, and (d) 5.5 hr of operation
Figure 7. Average temperature of ECON layer for Experimental Test 1 including finite element model simulation results before and after model-updating using measured temperatures (Note: the average ambient temperature across the test period is -5 °C and average wind speed measured at the height of 10 m is 5.8 m/s; upper and lower error bands present the potential error in measurement calculated using the error value of the temperature sensors)
Figure 8. Measured and estimated electric power demand of the ECON HPS for Experimental Test 1 including finite element model simulation results before and after model-updating using measured temperatures (Note: the average ambient temperature is -5°C and average wind speed measured at the height of 10 m is 5.8 m/s during the test period; upper and lower error bands present the measurement error calculated using potential error values for voltage and electric current sensors.)

Figure 9. Average temperature of ECON HPS test slab for Experimental Test 2 including finite element model simulation after model-updating using measured temperatures (Note: the average ambient temperature is -10°C and average wind speed measured at the height of 10 m is 10 m/s; upper and lower error bands present the potential error in measurement calculated using the error value of the temperature sensors)
Figure 10. Electrical resistivity of ECON versus its temperature before and after model-updating using measured power demand of ECON HPS

Figure 11. Measured and estimated electric power demand of the ECON HPS for Experimental Test 1 before and after model-updating using measured power demand of ECON HPS (Note: the average ambient temperature is -5 °C and average wind speed measured at the height of 10 m is 5.8 m/s during the test period; upper and lower error bands present the measurement error calculated using potential error values for voltage and electric current sensors)
Figure 12. Average temperature of ECON layer for Experimental Test 1 including finite element model simulation results before and after updating using measured power demand of ECON HPS (Note: the average ambient temperature is -5 °C and average wind speed measured at the height of 10 m is 5.8 m/s during the test period; upper and lower error bands present the potential error in measurement calculated using the error value of the temperature sensors)